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The need for hlgh data-rate services such as real-tlme multimedia servlces has been a 
major motivation for development of broad band wireless communlcatlons This, together 
wlth scarclty of bandwidth resources, has motivated research towards developing efficient 
codi~lg and modulation schemes In wireless hnks, multl-path fadlng causes degradation 
and constitutes the bottleneck for increasing data rates The most popular technique 
for combating fading has been the exploitation of diversity Space-Tlme (ST) coding has 
proved effective in combating fadlng and enhancing data-rates ST coding exploits the 
presence of spatla1 dlverslty offered by multiple transmit/or receive antennas Fbrther, 
multi-path diversity becomes available when frequency selectivity IS present whlch IS the 
typical situation for broadband wireless channels Mul t~  antenna transmissions across 
frequency-selective fadlng channels can provide a maxlmum diversity galn that is multi- 
plicatlve m the number of transmit antennas, number of recelve antennas and length of 
the channel lmpulse response Therefore, a number of schemes have been proposed to 
exploit spatlal diversity and multl-path dlverslty In thls work, Space-Time Block Codes 
for MIMO-fadlng channels and frequency selectlve fading channels are derived from con- 
vent~onal codes over f in~te fields 
Block codes are judged by three parameters the block length n, the information 
vector length k, and the minimum distance d The minimum distance of a code IS a 
measure of the amount of disslmrlarity between two most simllar codewords of the code 
The Hamming distance is the most common example of a distance metric However, 
the Hammlng metric is not always well matched to  the characteristics of real channels 
(for example storage channels or the MIMO-fading channel). Therefore, a number of 
other metrics have been studied by various authors, notable amongst which are the Lee 
metric [I] and the Rank-metrlc The idea of uslng rank as a metr~c was first proposed 
by Delsarte [2] The rank-metrlc IS particularly well suited for application to Array codes 
and codes derived for MIMO channels Array codes have been extensively used In cod~ng 
for storage devices (For details, see [3]- [ll]) Codes over finite fields wlth rank as the 
metric were first studled by Gabldulin [12] Roth, [13] has studled the same problem in 
the context of coding for storage devices These codes have found application m decodlng 
criss-cross errors m n x n bit arrays (commonly encountered in memory chlp arrays and 
In magnetlc tape storage systems) where the erroneous blts are confined to  a number t of 
rows or columns (or both) of the array 
This thesis can be seen as consisting of two parts In the first part of thls thesis, we 
have studied the characterization of cyclic and Abelian codes for the rank-metric uslng the 
D~screte Fourler Transform (DFT) domain descriptlon of these codes Cyclic codes uslng 
the Dlscrete Fourier Transform over finlte fields were studled by Blahut 1141 Abelian 
codes constitute a class of codes that lnclude cycllc codes as a special case 
By employing the DFT domaln description of cycllc codes [14], we have obtained exact 
expressions for the Fq-rank and the rank-weight dlstrlbution of n- length cycl~c odes over 
Fqm characterized by one and two free transform domaln components drawn from the 
same q- cyclotomlc coset We have obtalned an upper bound on the rank of n- length 
cycllc codes over Fqm for the case when the number of free transform components drawn 
from the same q- cyclotomlc coset is more than two Thls result continues to be valid 
even when the free transform components are drawn from more than one q-cyclotomic 
coset 
Next,we have used the DFT doma~n descriptlon of Abellan codes [15] to obta~n a 
character~zat~on of Abelian codes for the rank-metr~c We have been able to lift many of 
the results obtalned for cycllc codes lnto the more general settlng of Abelian codes For 
Instance, we have obtained exact expressions for the Fq-rank and rank welght dlstributlon 
of n- length Abellan codes over Fqm characterized by one and two free transform doma~n 
components drawn from the same q- cyclotom~c coset We have also obtained an upper 
bound on the rank of n- length Abelian codes over Fqm characterized by more than two 
free transform components drawn from the same q cyclotomic coset This upper bound 
is applicable even when the free transform components are drawn from more than one q- 
cyclotonlic coset 
In the second part of the thesis, we have applied the rank-characterlzatlon of cycl~c 
codes to  derlve deslgns for Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) suitable for use on Multiple 
Input-Multiple output (MIMO) channels We show that it IS possible to  obtain designs 
from n- length cycllc codes over F q m  where nlqm - 1, gcd(n, q )  = 1 By the use of suitable 
rank preserving maps [17], [46], we can obtain STBCs from these designs We have shown 
that these codes are particularly well suited for use on Block fadlng channels [16] With 
suitable modifications, these codes meet the upper bound known as the Rate-Diversity 
trade off [18] with an equality 
Llu et a1 have proposed Space-Tlme-Fltequency (STF) coded OFDM systems for use 
on frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels They have derived design criteria for 
STF systems and have used exlsting ST coding techniques t o  construct STF Block and 
Trellis codes These codes ach~eve maximum diverslty galn equal to the product of the 
number of transmlt antennas, the number of recelve antennas and length of the channel 
impulse response Following the design procedure outllned in [19], we have been able 
to derive STF codes of various diversity orders from cyclic codes These codes achieve 
maximum diverslty galn proxnised by the STF system 
